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Mirror mirror on the wall, which is the prettiest scientific idea of  them all?

The large-scale structure of  the universe could have been originated 
from vacuum  fluctuations

Certainly, one of  the prettiest is:
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Parker ‘66 Hawking’ 74 Mukhanov&Chibisov’81 
Hawking ’81 
Guth& Pi ’82 

Starobinsky’82 
Bardeen&Steinhard&Turner’83

(See also Schrodinger ’39)

Expanding Universe Black hole Inflation

Vacuum fluctuations versus The Cosmic Expansion

(Two mode squeezed vacuum)
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Common view point:  Inflation serves as a complete memory-loss mechanism for the universe 

The exponential expansion erases the details of  what the universe was like before inflation.  
Hence, it suffices to consider vacuum fluctuations at the onset of  inflation. Anything else is 

washed away by the exponential expansion 

If  true, this would dissipate hopes of  observing remnants of  the Planck era 
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Agullo-Parker’10:  
Non-Gausianity and the stimulated creation of  quanta in the inflationary universe

True classically 

Also true for quantum fermionic fields 

But for bosonic quantum fields: stimulated particle creation occurs,  preventing dilution 

Correlation functions of  bosonic quantum fields keep memory of  the initial state  

There is red-shift, but not dilution

Non-Gaussianity are very sensitivity to the presence of  quanta 

Messages:
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Window to the pre-inflationary universe
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4/10/15, 5:29 PMThe Beginning of Everything: A New Paradigm Shift for the Infant Universe — Eberly College of Science

Page 1 of 4http://science.psu.edu/news-and-events/2012-news/Ashtekar11-2012

The Beginning of  Everything: A New Paradigm
Shift for the Infant Universe

Diagram showing evolution of  the Universe according to the new paradigm of  Loop Quantum Origins, developed
by scientists at Penn State University and published on 11 December 2012 as an "Editor's Suggestion" paper in the
scientific journal Physical Review Letters. Image source: P. Singh Physics 5, 142 (2012). Image credit: Alan Stonebraker.
For re-use requests, contact APS.

28 November 2012 — A new paradigm for understanding the earliest eras in the history of  the universe has been
developed by scientists at Penn State University. Using techniques from an area of  modern physics called loop
quantum cosmology, developed at Penn State, the scientists now have extended analyses that include quantum
physics farther back in time than ever before -- all the way to the beginning. The new paradigm of  loop quantum
origins shows, for the first time, that the large-scale structures we now see in the universe evolved from fundamental
fluctuations in the essential quantum nature of  "space-time," which existed even at the very beginning of  the universe
over 14 billion years ago. The achievement also provides new opportunities for testing competing theories of  modern
cosmology against breakthrough observations expected from next-generation telescopes. The research will be
published on 11 December 2012 as an "Editor's Suggestion" paper in the scientific journal Physical Review Letters.

"We humans always have yearned to understand more about the origin and evolution of  our universe," said Abhay
Ashtekar, the senior author of  the paper. "So it is an exciting time in our group right now, as we begin using our
new paradigm to understand, in more detail, the dynamics that matter and geometry experienced during the earliest
eras of  the universe, including at the very beginning." Ashtekar is the Holder of  the Eberly Family Chair in Physics at
Penn State and the director of  the university's Institute for Gravitation and the Cosmos. Coauthors of  the paper,

Fig. Credits:  
P. Singh, Physics 5, 142 (2012) 
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Flat-Earther
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Scalar Power Spectrum 

Homogeneity

Agullo-Ashtekar-Nelson 2012/2013
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hR~kR~k0i = �(~k + ~k0)PR(k)

Comoving curvature perturb.
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They quantify non-Gaussian aspects of  the quantum state of  cosmological perturbations

Some degree of  Non-Gaussinity is unavoidable due the non-linear nature of  gravity 

In standard inflation with vacuum initial conditions:
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BispectrumHomogeneity

Quantifies non-Gaussianity
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hR~k1
R~k2

R~k3
i = �(~k1 + ~k2 + ~k3)BR(k1, k2, k3)

One aspect of  non-Gaussities is the three-point correlation function of  scalar perturbations:

is identically zero if  the quantum state is Gaussian
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fNL(k1, k2, k3)
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The Beginning of  Everything: A New Paradigm
Shift for the Infant Universe

Diagram showing evolution of  the Universe according to the new paradigm of  Loop Quantum Origins, developed
by scientists at Penn State University and published on 11 December 2012 as an "Editor's Suggestion" paper in the
scientific journal Physical Review Letters. Image source: P. Singh Physics 5, 142 (2012). Image credit: Alan Stonebraker.
For re-use requests, contact APS.

28 November 2012 — A new paradigm for understanding the earliest eras in the history of  the universe has been
developed by scientists at Penn State University. Using techniques from an area of  modern physics called loop
quantum cosmology, developed at Penn State, the scientists now have extended analyses that include quantum
physics farther back in time than ever before -- all the way to the beginning. The new paradigm of  loop quantum
origins shows, for the first time, that the large-scale structures we now see in the universe evolved from fundamental
fluctuations in the essential quantum nature of  "space-time," which existed even at the very beginning of  the universe
over 14 billion years ago. The achievement also provides new opportunities for testing competing theories of  modern
cosmology against breakthrough observations expected from next-generation telescopes. The research will be
published on 11 December 2012 as an "Editor's Suggestion" paper in the scientific journal Physical Review Letters.

"We humans always have yearned to understand more about the origin and evolution of  our universe," said Abhay
Ashtekar, the senior author of  the paper. "So it is an exciting time in our group right now, as we begin using our
new paradigm to understand, in more detail, the dynamics that matter and geometry experienced during the earliest
eras of  the universe, including at the very beginning." Ashtekar is the Holder of  the Eberly Family Chair in Physics at
Penn State and the director of  the university's Institute for Gravitation and the Cosmos. Coauthors of  the paper,

Fig. Credits:  
P. Singh, Physics 5, 142 (2012) 14
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Results:
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Observable window

We will see this is compatible with CMB constraints 

Observable window

Agullo-Bolliet-Sreenath 2018
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|fNL|max ⇠ 103

(Qualitatively similar results for other configurations)
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Louisiana State University
Ivan Agullo

The bounce generates strong non-Gaussian correlations

But only among the most infra-red modes we can observe and/or super-Hubble modes 

The bispectrum is highly oscillatory. It oscillates around a small value 

Messages:

<latexit sha1_base64="S+mrS7Kpxwr0PLmvEgi4EuhiLdo=">AAACAHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgIGBxaJCYqFKqgoYK1gYECoSfUhNiBzXaa3aTmQ7SFWUhV9hYQAhVj6Djb/BfQzQcqajc+7VPfeECaNKO863VVhaXlldK66XNja3tnfs3b2WilOJSRPHLJadECnCqCBNTTUjnUQSxENG2uHwauy3H4lUNBb3epQQn6O+oBHFSBspsA+8EEkYBdntTe4pyqHrPGSn1Tywy07FmQAuEndGymCGRmB/eb0Yp5wIjRlSqus6ifYzJDXFjOQlL1UkQXiI+qRrqECcKD+bPJDDY6P0YBSbJLHQcKL+3sgQV2rEQzPJkR6oeW8s/ud1Ux1d+BkVSaqJwNNDUcqgjuG4DdijkmDNRoYgLKnJCvEASYS16axkSnDnX14krWrFPavU7mrl+uWsjiI4BEfgBLjgHNTBNWiAJsAgB8/gFbxZT9aL9W59TEcL1mxnH/yB9fkDKG+VfQ==</latexit>

f̄NL ⇠ 10�2
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LQC, Non-Gaussianity and CMB anomalies

Ivan Agullo

Loops 15, Erlangen,  2015

Louisiana State University
Ivan Agullo

The Universe

The Observable 
Universe

Super-Hubble mode

Gaussian mode
Correlations
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LQC, Non-Gaussianity and CMB anomalies

Ivan Agullo

Loops 15, Erlangen,  2015

Louisiana State University
Ivan Agullo

But LQC bispectrum is complicated (because the oscillations) :

10°3 10°2 10°1 100 101

k/k§

°103

°101

°10°1
0

10°1

101

103

f N
L
(k

,k
,k

)

kLQC/k§

Observable window

Analytical approximation for  the amplitude

where

Agullo-Bolliet-Sreenath 2018

<latexit sha1_base64="2uMDXkFk7aJt1l0Ls+3hUic6dxM=">AAACHXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWARXNam1iiAUXOiygq1CEsrNdNIOnUnCzEQoIT/ixl9x40IRF27Ev3HaRvB1YODcc+7lzj1BwqhUtv1hzMzOzS8slpbKyyura+vmxmZHxqnApI1jFoubACRhNCJtRRUjN4kgwANGroPh2di/viVC0ji6UqOE+Bz6EQ0pBqWlrln3gCUDOPVCATjzEppnTi0vqnPgHNzD/YaffxX1/QM/75oVu2pPYP0lTkEqqECra755vRinnEQKM5DSdexE+RkIRTEjedlLJUkAD6FPXE0j4ET62eS63NrVSs8KY6FfpKyJ+n0iAy7liAe6k4MayN/eWPzPc1MVHvsZjZJUkQhPF4Ups1RsjaOyelQQrNhIE8CC6r9aeAA6GaUDLesQnN8n/yWdWtVpVOuX9UrzpIijhLbRDtpDDjpCTXSBWqiNMLpDD+gJPRv3xqPxYrxOW2eMYmYL/YDx/gkPJKHZ</latexit>

↵ =
⇡

12

�[5/6]

�[4/3]

10°1 100

k/k?

°1

°10°2

°10°4

°10°6

10°6

10°4

10°2

1

f N
L
(k

1
,k

2
,k

3
)

¡B = 7.62 MPl

k1 = k2 = k3

k1 = k2 = 2k3

k1 = k2 = 100k3

(Approximation based on Cauchy’s integral theorem and the poles of  the scale factor, extending time to take values in the complex plane)

<latexit sha1_base64="cPGdsRPciigl5kRlVzKtE6MTEa0=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1iEClKSWlRcFdy4EKlgH9CGMJlO2iGTSZiZCCUt+CtuXCji1u9w5984bbPQ1gMXDufcy733eDGjUlnWt5FbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3zN29powSgUkDRywSbQ9JwignDUUVI+1YEBR6jLS84Hritx6JkDTiD2oYEydEfU59ipHSkmsejHw3vbsdlwLXPg3ciq6zk5FrFq2yNQVcJHZGiiBD3TW/ur0IJyHhCjMkZce2YuWkSCiKGRkXuokkMcIB6pOOphyFRDrp9PwxPNZKD/qR0MUVnKq/J1IUSjkMPd0ZIjWQ895E/M/rJMq/dFLK40QRjmeL/IRBFcFJFrBHBcGKDTVBWFB9K8QDJBBWOrGCDsGef3mRNCtl+7xcva8Wa1dZHHlwCI5ACdjgAtTADaiDBsAgBc/gFbwZT8aL8W58zFpzRjazD/7A+PwBVUmUag==</latexit>

|fNL(k1, k2, k3)|

Great approximation for the amplitude of           (although it does not capture the oscillations):
<latexit sha1_base64="OHHKcv1QbohT0hFfjxmch4TiQCY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCp7IrRT0WvXgQqWA/oF1KNs22sdlkSbJCWfofvHhQxKv/x5v/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvDDhTBvP+3YKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unrt/0NQyVYQ2iORStUOsKWeCNgwznLYTRXEcctoKR9dTv/VElWZSPJhxQoMYDwSLGMHGSs2ol93dTnpu2at4M6Bl4uekDDnqPfer25ckjakwhGOtO76XmCDDyjDC6aTUTTVNMBnhAe1YKnBMdZDNrp2gE6v0USSVLWHQTP09keFY63Ec2s4Ym6Fe9Kbif14nNdFlkDGRpIYKMl8UpRwZiaavoz5TlBg+tgQTxeytiAyxwsTYgEo2BH/x5WXSPKv455XqfbVcu8rjKMIRHMMp+HABNbiBOjSAwCM8wyu8OdJ5cd6dj3lrwclnDuEPnM8ffbqPFg==</latexit>

fNL

<latexit sha1_base64="6kZXlJegc5fO/2+JtqUL1LkBdBw=">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</latexit>

|fNL(k1, k2, k3)| ⇡ N e�↵ (k1+k2+k3)/kLQC
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LQC, Non-Gaussianity and CMB anomalies

Ivan Agullo

Loops 15, Erlangen,  2015

Louisiana State University
Ivan Agullo

Can we observe the Bispectrum directly in the CMB?

Probably not:
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LQC, Non-Gaussianity and CMB anomalies

Ivan Agullo

Loops 15, Erlangen,  2015

Louisiana State University
Ivan Agullo

In the CMB we have access to the projection of  the bispectrum on a sphere

<latexit sha1_base64="xNkoy4tKbRHmkCPS0EX61sTqU2E=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQQUpSi4qrohuXVewD2hAm02k7ZDIJMxOhhOzc+CtuXCji1l9w5984abPQ6oELh3Pu5d57vIhRqSzryygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5vZOW4axwKSFQxaKrockYZSTlqKKkW4kCAo8Rjqef5X5nXsiJA35nZpExAnQiNMhxUhpyTX3Ibx0k36A1BgjltymacV37WPfrek6OXLNslW1poB/iZ2TMsjRdM3P/iDEcUC4wgxJ2bOtSDkJEopiRtJSP5YkQthHI9LTlKOASCeZ/pHCQ60M4DAUuriCU/XnRIICKSeBpzuzg+W8l4n/eb1YDc+dhPIoVoTj2aJhzKAKYRYKHFBBsGITTRAWVN8K8RgJhJWOrqRDsOdf/kvatap9Wq3f1MuNizyOItgDB6ACbHAGGuAaNEELYPAAnsALeDUejWfjzXiftRaMfGYX/ILx8Q2K3JfO</latexit>

BR(k1, k2, k3) angular bispectrum

The change <latexit sha1_base64="1kGTM4RreTK8geHJaiIbLDrbIYs=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVpY2CwGwSrcSVCxCthYRjAfkAthbzN3WbK3e+zuKSGk8a/YWChi68+w89+4Sa7QxAcDj/dmmJkXppxp43nfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d1z9w+aWmaKQoNKLlU7JBo4E9AwzHBopwpIEnJohcObqd96AKWZFPdmlEI3IbFgEaPEWKnnHg1xwKWIFYsHhiglH3EAnOOeW/Yq3gx4mfg5KaMc9Z77FfQlzRIQhnKidcf3UtMdE2UY5TApBZmGlNAhiaFjqSAJ6O549sAEn1qljyOpbAmDZ+rviTFJtB4loe1MiBnoRW8q/ud1MhNddcdMpJkBQeeLooxjI/E0DdxnCqjhI0sIVczeiumAKEKNzaxkQ/AXX14mzfOKf1Gp3lXLtes8jiI6RifoDPnoEtXQLaqjBqJogp7RK3pznpwX5935mLcWnHzmEP2B8/kDchyWSw==</latexit>

k �! ` involves integrating against spherical Bessel functions
<latexit sha1_base64="K8b0R/NDhFl4QzHAk1DmZcvNSOE=">AAACHXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0WoUErSFhVXRTcuq9hWaGKYTCbtkMmDmYlQQn/Ejb/ixoUiLtyIf+Mk7UJbD9zL4dx7mTnHiRkVUte/tcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1T3t3riSjhmHRxxCJ+5yBBGA1JV1LJyF3MCQocRvqOf5nN+w+ECxqFt3IcEytAw5B6FCOpJLvcgvDCTs0AyRFGLL2ZTKq+bdR8u6GqeQzNGnTvm0rKeyPvTbtc0et6DrhIjBmpgBk6dvnTdCOcBCSUmCEhBoYeSytFXFLMyKRkJoLECPtoSAaKhiggwkpzdxN4pBQXehFXFUqYq78vUhQIMQ4ctZnZEPOzTPxvNkikd2alNIwTSUI8fchLGJQRzKKCLuUESzZWBGFO1V8hHiGOsFSBllQIxrzlRdJr1I2Teuu6VWmfz+IoggNwCKrAAKegDa5AB3QBBo/gGbyCN+1Je9HetY/pakGb3eyDP9C+fgDgsp9F</latexit>

BR(k1, k2, k3) d
3k1d

3k2d
3k3

Introduces an effective average in     , on a window  

<latexit sha1_base64="uzLwJeUkgvA434l8/Ba//BA2pu8=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQL2VXioqnghePFewHbJeSTbNtbDZZklmhLP0ZXjwo4tVf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXpgIbsB1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48ahuVaspaVAmluyExTHDJWsBBsG6iGYlDwTrh+Hbmd56YNlzJB5gkLIjJUPKIUwJW8h/7WY8JMa2Oz/vliltz58CrxMtJBeVo9stfvYGiacwkUEGM8T03gSAjGjgVbFrqpYYlhI7JkPmWShIzE2Tzk6f4zCoDHCltSwKeq78nMhIbM4lD2xkTGJllbyb+5/kpRNdBxmWSApN0sShKBQaFZ//jAdeMgphYQqjm9lZMR0QTCjalkg3BW355lbQvat5lrX5frzRu8jiK6ASdoiry0BVqoDvURC1EkULP6BW9OeC8OO/Ox6K14OQzx+gPnM8f6hWQ/w==</latexit>

j`(k)

20 40 60 80 100

-0.04

-0.02

0.02

0.04

0.06

<latexit sha1_base64="86FlX3kLqihcG9DaYd0xEumgP18=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKSqeCl48VrAf0i4lm2bb2CS7JFmhLP0VXjwo4tWf481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXhBzpo3rfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41NJRoghtkohHqhNgTTmTtGmY4bQTK4pFwGk7GN/M/PYTVZpF8t5MYuoLPJQsZAQbKz089tOqOy2Pz/vFkltx50CrxMtICTI0+sWv3iAiiaDSEI617npubPwUK8MIp9NCL9E0xmSMh7RrqcSCaj+dHzxFZ1YZoDBStqRBc/X3RIqF1hMR2E6BzUgvezPxP6+bmPDKT5mME0MlWSwKE45MhGbfowFTlBg+sQQTxeytiIywwsTYjAo2BG/55VXSqla8i0rtrlaqX2dx5OEETqEMHlxCHW6hAU0gIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58LFpzTjZzDH/gfP4AvzWPtA==</latexit>

j20(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="D5dH5wbEzWriOGgV0Mo3hGLOU7A=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqHgqePHYgq2FNpTNdtKu3WzC7kYoob/AiwdFvPqTvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpOFcMWi0WsOgHVKLjEluFGYCdRSKNA4EMwvp35D0+oNI/lvZkk6Ed0KHnIGTVWao775Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n80On5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw2s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazr8mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNpuSDcFbfnmVtC+q3mW11qxV6jd5HEU4gVM4Bw+uoA530IAWMEB4hld4cx6dF+fd+Vi0Fpx85hj+wPn8AdMLjPA=</latexit>

k

<latexit sha1_base64="c7v8G1npPp0BrKxR17a3MgPCWrA=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEVDwV9OCxgv2ANpTNdtMu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwdFvPp3vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTROnmvEGi2Ws2wE1XArFGyhQ8naiOY0CyVvB6Gbqt564NiJWDzhOuB/RgRKhYBSt1O7ecomUjHrlilt1ZyDLxMtJBXLUe+Wvbj9macQVMkmN6Xhugn5GNQom+aTUTQ1PKBvRAe9YqmjEjZ/N7p2QE6v0SRhrWwrJTP09kdHImHEU2M6I4tAselPxP6+TYnjlZ0IlKXLF5ovCVBKMyfR50heaM5RjSyjTwt5K2JBqytBGVLIheIsvL5PmWdW7qJ7fn1dq13kcRTiCYzgFDy6hBndQhwYwkPAMr/DmPDovzrvzMW8tOPnMIfyB8/kDglePnA==</latexit>

�k

<latexit sha1_base64="FqTSWBcTqK6yht6h87ZxXpYuUmk=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqHgq6MFjBfsBTSib7aRdupuE3Y1QSv+GFw+KePXPePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZF6aCa+O6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etXSSKYZNlohEdUKqUfAYm4YbgZ1UIZWhwHY4up357SdUmifxoxmnGEg6iHnEGTVW8n3NpX+HwlAy6pUrbtWdg6wSLycVyNHolb/8fsIyibFhgmrd9dzUBBOqDGcCpyU/05hSNqID7FoaU4k6mMxvnpIzq/RJlChbsSFz9ffEhEqtxzK0nZKaoV72ZuJ/Xjcz0XUw4XGaGYzZYlGUCWISMguA9LlCZsTYEsoUt7cSNqSKMmNjKtkQvOWXV0nroupdVmsPtUr9Jo+jCCdwCufgwRXU4R4a0AQGKTzDK7w5mfPivDsfi9aCk88cwx84nz+j95Fp</latexit>

⇠ �k

The average of  
<latexit sha1_base64="xNkoy4tKbRHmkCPS0EX61sTqU2E=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBotQQUpSi4qrohuXVewD2hAm02k7ZDIJMxOhhOzc+CtuXCji1l9w5984abPQ6oELh3Pu5d57vIhRqSzryygsLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5vZOW4axwKSFQxaKrockYZSTlqKKkW4kCAo8Rjqef5X5nXsiJA35nZpExAnQiNMhxUhpyTX3Ibx0k36A1BgjltymacV37WPfrek6OXLNslW1poB/iZ2TMsjRdM3P/iDEcUC4wgxJ2bOtSDkJEopiRtJSP5YkQthHI9LTlKOASCeZ/pHCQ60M4DAUuriCU/XnRIICKSeBpzuzg+W8l4n/eb1YDc+dhPIoVoTj2aJhzKAKYRYKHFBBsGITTRAWVN8K8RgJhJWOrqRDsOdf/kvatap9Wq3f1MuNizyOItgDB6ACbHAGGuAaNEELYPAAnsALeDUejWfjzXiftRaMfGYX/ILx8Q2K3JfO</latexit>

BR(k1, k2, k3) to the resulting                       is very small

<latexit sha1_base64="gNT0QGsCqilq3aRueqovCqUAH5I=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqHgqePFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWehj3Rb9ccavuHGSVeDmpQI5Gv/zVG8QsjbhCJqkxXc9N0M+oRsEkn5Z6qeEJZWM65F1LFY248bP5qVNyZpUBCWNtSyGZq78nMhoZM4kC2xlRHJllbyb+53VTDK/9TKgkRa7YYlGYSoIxmf1NBkJzhnJiCWVa2FsJG1FNGdp0SjYEb/nlVdK6qHqX1dp9rVK/yeMowgmcwjl4cAV1uIMGNIHBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w9NSI3M</latexit>

ki

Unobservable

Example:

The projection onto the CMB sphere averages the bispectrum put to a very small value 

Roshna and Sreenath JCAP 2023

<latexit sha1_base64="WImWbmehNhiBhfceiwWpUbS+rQ8=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WsICWpRcVVwY3LKvYBTQiT6aQdOnkwMxFKyCe48VfcuFDErUt3/o2TNAttPTDcwzn3MvceN2JUSMP41kpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvrvXFWHMMengkIW87yJBGA1IR1LJSD/iBPkuIz13cp35vQfCBQ2DezmNiO2jUUA9ipFUkqMfQ+g6ieUjOcaIJXdpWrMIY455mpfGrJydOHrVqBs54CIxC1IFBdqO/mUNQxz7JJCYISEGphFJO0FcUsxIWrFiQSKEJ2hEBooGyCfCTvKDUniklCH0Qq5eIGGu/p5IkC/E1HdVZ7a5mPcy8T9vEEvv0k5oEMWSBHj2kRczKEOYpQOHlBMs2VQRhDlVu0I8RhxhqTKsqBDM+ZMXSbdRN8/rzdtmtXVVxFEGB+AQ1IAJLkAL3IA26AAMHsEzeAVv2pP2or1rH7PWklbM7IM/0D5/ANwHm9I=</latexit>

bR(`1, `2, `3)

<latexit sha1_base64="WImWbmehNhiBhfceiwWpUbS+rQ8=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0WsICWpRcVVwY3LKvYBTQiT6aQdOnkwMxFKyCe48VfcuFDErUt3/o2TNAttPTDcwzn3MvceN2JUSMP41kpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOvrvXFWHMMengkIW87yJBGA1IR1LJSD/iBPkuIz13cp35vQfCBQ2DezmNiO2jUUA9ipFUkqMfQ+g6ieUjOcaIJXdpWrMIY455mpfGrJydOHrVqBs54CIxC1IFBdqO/mUNQxz7JJCYISEGphFJO0FcUsxIWrFiQSKEJ2hEBooGyCfCTvKDUniklCH0Qq5eIGGu/p5IkC/E1HdVZ7a5mPcy8T9vEEvv0k5oEMWSBHj2kRczKEOYpQOHlBMs2VQRhDlVu0I8RhxhqTKsqBDM+ZMXSbdRN8/rzdtmtXVVxFEGB+AQ1IAJLkAL3IA26AAMHsEzeAVv2pP2or1rH7PWklbM7IM/0D5/ANwHm9I=</latexit>

bR(`1, `2, `3)



Fossils in the sky?
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LQC, Non-Gaussianity and CMB anomalies

Ivan Agullo

Loops 15, Erlangen,  2015

Louisiana State University
Ivan Agullo

Footprints of  Planckian Dinosaurs?

<latexit sha1_base64="A/ea+SPR15uNU1+BuS8eO51gAWk=">AAAB6HicjVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKiOIp4EGPCZgHJEuYnfQmY2Znl5lZISz5Ai8eFPHqJ3nzb5w8DioKFjQUVd10dwWJ4Nq47oeTW1ldW9/Ibxa2tnd294r7By0dp4phk8UiVp2AahRcYtNwI7CTKKRRILAdjK9mfvseleaxvDWTBP2IDiUPOaPGSo3rfrHkld05yN+kBEvU+8X33iBmaYTSMEG17npuYvyMKsOZwGmhl2pMKBvTIXYtlTRC7WfzQ6fkxCoDEsbKljRkrn6dyGik9SQKbGdEzUj/9Gbib143NeGFn3GZpAYlWywKU0FMTGZfkwFXyIyYWEKZ4vZWwkZUUWZsNoX/hdA6K3vVcqVRKdUul3Hk4QiO4RQ8OIca3EAdmsAA4QGe4Nm5cx6dF+d10ZpzljOH8A3O2yeg4IzP</latexit>

G
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Excellent agreement with standard inflation for    

For ` . 30 cosmic variance is large
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(See also Planck 2018; similar results, but also data on E-polarization)
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Planck’s strategy is similar to GW observations: Use templates

Planck has not confirmed any existing model

Example: signal and noise in LIGO  
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But there is something “funny” in Planck data for the Power Spectrum 
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1. Lack of  correlations (Power suppression)

2. Dipolar or hemispherical asymmetry 

3. Odd parity preference

4. Moderate tension with the lensing parameter AL 
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1. Lack of  correlations (Power suppression)

2980 C. J. Copi et al.

where

ã!m =
∫

W (ê)T (ê)Y ∗
!m(ê) dê. (8)

From these the pseudo-C! are defined by

C̃! ≡ 1
2! + 1

∑

m

|ã!m|2. (9)

Following Chon et al. (2004) it can be shown that

Ccut(θ ) = 2πA(θ )
∑

!

(2! + 1)C̃!P!(cos θ ). (10)

Here the normalization, A(θ ), depends on the mask and may be
calculated in harmonic space as

1
A(θ )

= 2π
∑

!

(2! + 1)w!P!(cos θ ), (11)

where

w! ≡ 1
2! + 1

∑

m

|w!m|2 (12)

and the w!m are coefficients from the spherical harmonic expansion
of the mask,

W (ê) =
∑

!m

w!mY!m(ê). (13)

Notice that for the full-sky w!m =
√

4πδ!0δm0 so that 2πA(θ ) =
1/4π and the cut-sky expansion (10) reproduces the full-sky result
(5), as it must. Finally, since Ccut(θ ) is a function defined on the
interval −1 ≤ cos θ ≤ 1 it may be expanded in a Legendre series
as

Ccut(θ ) =
∑

!

2! + 1
4π

Ccut
! P!(cos θ ). (14)

Note that it is common to just refer to C(θ ) as a single quantity
covering both the full- and cut-sky cases. It should be remembered
that whenever a cut-sky C(θ ) is discussed it is defined as in equation
(6) and it may be expanded in a Legendre series using the cut-sky
C! as in equation (14).

For a statistically isotropic universe the ensemble average of the
pseudo-C! (9) is related to the ensemble average of Ccut

! through a
mode coupling matrix (Hauser & Peebles 1973) and Ccut

! provides
an unbiased estimator of the theoretical (full-sky) angular power
spectrum (4). Lacking statistical isotropy or some other model the
cut-sky angular power spectrum, Ccut

! , can still be related to the
pseudo-C! through the same mode coupling matrix (see Pontzen &
Peiris 2010 for a proof of this result); however the utility of the
C̃! or Ccut

! as estimators of the full-sky or theoretical angular power
spectrum would be completely unknown in that case.

It should be emphasized that the mathematical connection be-
tween cut-sky quantities, Ccut and Ccut

! , and C̃! does not rely on
assumptions from a theory. However, when measured quantities are
to be related to the properties of the ensemble predicted by a theory
assumptions such as Gaussianity and statistical isotropy become
important and must be identified. Thus, to construct an estimator of
the theoretical angular power spectrum from cut-sky observations –
either through the pseudo-C! or a maximum-likelihood technique –
extra assumptions are required. These assumptions may not be valid
on large scales (or low-!) even if they work well on small scales (or
high-!).

The simple point being made here is that masking removes infor-
mation from a map. Without assumptions regarding the properties

of this information it cannot be reinserted when a full-sky map is
created. Not even the statistical properties of this information can
be known without extra assumptions. In fact, the need for masking
of a CMB map is precisely due to contaminations in some regions
of the sky. These contaminated regions are excised from the map so
as to not affect deduced properties of the underlying theory. With-
out assumptions a unique reconstruction of a full-sky map (or any
quantity relying on the properties of the masked regions) cannot
be computed sensibly. Particular assumptions may be reasonable or
expected to be valid, regardless, such assumptions are required if the
full-sky is to be reconstructed and are not required when working
solely with cut-sky quantities. For this reason the cut-sky two-point
angular correlation function will be the sole focus of this work.

At high-!, observed deviations from Gaussianity agree with the
amount of non-Gaussianity expected from the non-linear contribu-
tions of gravitational lensing (Planck Collaboration XXIV 2014).
However, at low-!, there are statistically significant anomalies in
the temperature map, such as the alignments of multipoles and the
hemispherical power asymmetry (Copi et al. 2015; Planck Collabo-
ration XXIII 2014), that are evidence of correlations among the a!m

(for different values of ! and m), and thus contradict the assumption
of Gaussian-random statistically isotropic a!m. This suggests that
the physics underlying the observed sky cannot be characterized
solely by the C!, the statistical quantities prescribed by the canon-
ical model; unless these anomalies are unfortunate ‘flukes’, other
statistical tools are not just interesting but necessary. The difficultly
comes in identifying which are the appropriate ones. The resolution
clearly depends on the physics underlying the anomalies. At least
until that physics is established, multiple approaches will need to
be explored.

3.2 Analysis of observations

The two-point temperature angular correlation function for the
CMB, CT T (θ ), has remained mostly unchanged since first measured
by the COBE-DMR (Hinshaw et al. 1996). The resulting curves from
the Planck SMICA map are shown in Fig. 1. What is most striking at
first glance may be the difference between the best-fitting %CDM

Figure 1. Two-point angular correlation function from the inpainted Planck
SMICA map. The black, dotted line shows the best-fitting %CDM model
from Planck. The shaded, cyan region is the 68 per cent cosmic variance
confidence interval. Included from the SMICA map are the C(θ ) calculated
on the full-sky (black, solid line) and from two cut skies using the U74 mask
(green, dash–dotted line) and the KQ75y9 mask (red, dashed line). See the
text for details.
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Surprising lack of  correlations for >60 degrees 

Copi, Hunterer, Schwarz and Starkman 2015
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2. Dipolar or hemispherical asymmetry 

COBE, WMAP, Planck

One hemisphere of  the CMB contains significantly more two-point correlations 
than the other (for an concrete choice of  “equatorial plane”)
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3. Odd parity preference

Statistically unexpected asymmetry in the magnitude of  the angular  Power spectrum 
when considering odd and even multipoles separately 

4. Moderate tension with the lensing parameter AL 
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They are called “anomalies” because they are not incompatible with the 
LambdaCDM model

They are “unexpected”  statistically speaking
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ABSTRACT
The European Space Agency’s Planck satellite, which was dedicated to studying the early Universe and its subsequent evolution, was launched
on 14 May 2009. It scanned the microwave and submillimetre sky continuously between 12 August 2009 and 23 October 2013, producing deep,
high-resolution, all-sky maps in nine frequency bands from 30 to 857 GHz. This paper presents the cosmological legacy of Planck, which currently
provides our strongest constraints on the parameters of the standard cosmological model and some of the tightest limits available on deviations
from that model. The 6-parameter ⇤CDM model continues to provide an excellent fit to the cosmic microwave background data at high and low
redshift, describing the cosmological information in over a billion map pixels with just six parameters. With 18 peaks in the temperature and
polarization angular power spectra constrained well, Planck measures five of the six parameters to better than 1 % (simultaneously), with the
best-determined parameter (✓⇤) now known to 0.03 %. We describe the multi-component sky as seen by Planck, the success of the ⇤CDM model,
and the connection to lower-redshift probes of structure formation. We also give a comprehensive summary of the major changes introduced in
this 2018 release. The Planck data, alone and in combination with other probes, provide stringent constraints on our models of the early Universe
and the large-scale structure within which all astrophysical objects form and evolve. We discuss some lessons learned from the Planck mission,
and highlight areas ripe for further experimental advances.

Key words. Cosmology: observations – Cosmology: theory – cosmic background radiation – Surveys
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5.6. Isotropy and statistics; anomalies

For almost all the most important Planck results, statisti-
cal isotropy and Gaussianity of the CMB anisotropies are
implicitly assumed. This is reasonable, since when these
assumptions are tested on our CMB sky they seem to
hold up well (see Planck Collaboration VII 2018, as well
as Planck Collaboration IX 2018 and Planck Collaboration X
2018, and the earlier papers Planck Collaboration XXIII 2014
and Planck Collaboration XVI 2016). That is, no significant sig-
nals of statistical anisotropy or non-Gaussianity appear, apart
from those predicted by ⇤CDM itself (such as lensing and the
integrated Sachs-Wolfe e↵ect; Sachs & Wolfe 1967) or arising
from foregrounds such as the SZ e↵ect or the CIB. Nevertheless,
when such tests are restricted to the largest angular scales (` <
70, say), some apparently 2–3� signals begin to appear, and
these have been called “CMB anomalies.” Specifically, it has
been found that the temperature anisotropies at the largest scales
exhibit a dipolar asymmetry of power, show a preference for odd
parity modes, and contain a large cold spot in the southern hemi-
sphere. The existence of these signals is not in dispute. They
appear in both WMAP and Planck, which have quite di↵erent
systematics, and moreover all of the Planck results are robust
with respect to the choice of component-separated CMB map.
Thus these “anomalies” must be regarded as features of the CMB
temperature sky. The main question then is whether such signals
are unusual enough for physical explanations to be sought, be-
yond merely being excursions in Gaussian random skies. This
issue of “a posteriori” statistics is complicated by the fact that for
these scales the measurements are essentially cosmic-variance-
limited and thus new measurements of the relevant modes will
not change the significance of the anomalies.

This final release of Planck data then represents a major new
opportunity, since it contains our first comprehensive attempt at
assessing the isotropy of the Universe via an analysis of the full-
mission Planck polarization data. This was not possible in ear-
lier releases, due to residual large-scale systematics that required
high-pass filtering of the CMB polarization maps. Probing inde-
pendent information on the sky, the large-angular-scale polariza-
tion gives us a rare opportunity to study some of these anoma-
lies; however, inferences are hindered by the fact that the signal-
to-noise ratio in the Planck polarization data is lower than in
temperature, at large scales the signal is very small (see Fig. 9),
and the E modes are only partially correlated with temperature.
The degree to which we expect a signature of various claimed
anomalies to appear in the polarization is therefore somewhat
model dependent.

Planck Collaboration VII (2018) attempts a comprehensive
analysis of the statistics of the polarization signal from large to
small angular scales, using either maps of the Stokes parame-
ters (Q and U) or the E-mode signal. While these studies are
limited by residual systematics, a series of null tests applied to
the maps indicate that these issues do not dominate the analy-
sis on intermediate and large angular scales (i.e., ` . 400). In
this regime, there is no unambiguous detection of cosmological
non-Gaussianity, or of anomalies corresponding to those seen in
temperature. Notably, the stacking of CMB polarization signals
centred on the positions of temperature hot and cold spots ex-
hibits excellent agreement with the expectations of the ⇤CDM
cosmological model. However it will require future, more sen-
sitive, polarization observations to fully test the models which
have been advanced to explain the anomalies.

It is worth stressing that none of these so-called anoma-
lies are strongly inconsistent with the assumption of statistical

isotropy and Gaussianity, once one marginalizes over a set of
similar tests. It would nevertheless be premature to completely
dismiss all the CMB anomalies as simple fluctuations of a pure
⇤CDM cosmology, since if any of the anomalies have a pri-
mordial origin, then their large-scale nature would suggest an
explanation rooted in fundamental physics. Thus it is worth ex-
ploring any models that might explain an anomaly (or even bet-
ter, multiple anomalies) naturally, or with very few free param-
eters. Given a theoretical prediction, new probes of indepen-
dent modes on similar scales (obtained through more sensitive
polarization measurements, lensing, Ly↵ or 21-cm studies for
example) would increase the significance of existing anomalies
and allow us to develop novel probes of early Universe physics.
So far the simplest models explaining a single anomaly are not
favoured over ⇤CDM (see Planck Collaboration X 2018, and
references therein). Further investigation of these anomalies will
need to proceed on a case-by-case basis, and will be the subject
of future work.

6. Planck and structure formation

By cementing the gravitational instability paradigm and accu-
rately measuring the initial conditions and parameters deter-
mining the subsequent growth of structure, Planck provides the
framework within which to discuss the formation and evolution
of large-scale structure and galaxies, black holes and other as-
trophysical objects..

With Planck we have tightly constrained the densities of ra-
diation, matter, and baryons, as well as the amplitude and shape
of the fluctuations in the linear phase over three decades in length
scale. Our knowledge of the physical conditions and large-scale
structure at z= 103 is better than our knowledge of such quan-
tities at z= 0. It is for this reason that “CMB priors” have be-
come an integral part of current and future cosmological infer-
ence; indeed almost no cosmological experiment interprets their
data without adding the existing constraints from Planck.

6.1. The normalization and shape of P(k)

In cosmology we frequently refer to standard candles (objects
of known luminosity) or standard rulers (objects of known size).
However, the CMB has provided us with a “calibrated, standard
fluctuation spectrum,” from which we can accurately compute
how big a sample has to be in order to be “fair,” how many ob-
jects constitute a “dense” sample, how strong clustering will be
for objects of various sizes, and the abundance of dark-matter ha-
los as a function of mass and epoch. By constraining the fluctua-
tions in regions of a given volume or for halos of a given mass, it
provides quantitative answers to questions about how well a set
of objects in a sampled region embodies the average properties,
and the relative importance of sampling variance and shot noise.
Here we discuss tests enabled by this calibrated spectrum. In
the next subsections we will explore lensing cross-correlations
(Sect. 6.2) and discuss the acoustic features in the matter power
spectrum (BAO) that can be used as a standard ruler (Sect. 6.3).
Since the growth of structure depends sensitively on the prop-
erties of the objects that cluster strongly (e.g., dark matter) and
on those that do not (e.g., neutrinos and dark energy), as well as
on our theory of gravity (i.e., GR), studies of clustering address
many of the most fundamental questions in cosmology.

In Sect. 4.2 we showed that the shape of the matter power
spectrum predicted by ⇤CDM fit to the Planck data is in excel-
lent agreement with measurements at lower z (Fig. 19). Figure 26
shows another aspect of this, highlighting the evolution of P(k).
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LQC corrections appear at the same scales as the anomalies

Natural to see if  LQC can account for them in a natural manner 
Agullo 2015, Martin de Blas-Olmedo 2016, Ashtekar-Gupt 2017, Xhu-Wang-Kristen-Cleaver-Sheng 2018, 
Ashtekar-Gupt-Jeong-Sreenath 2020, Agullo-Kranas-Sreenath 2020, Elizaga-Navascués-Mena-Marugan 
2021, Elizaga-Navascués-Mena-Marugan-Yebana-Carrilero 2023, Martin-Benito&Neves&Olmedo 2023
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Two main strategies within LQC:

1. Change the initial state of  cosmological perturbations in the Planck era
Martin de Blas-Olmedo 2016, Ashtekar-Gupt 2017, Ashtekar-Gupt-Jeong-Sreenath 2020, 
Elizaga-Navascués-Mena-Marugan 2021, Martin-Benito&Neves&Olmedo 2023

2. Use non-Gaussianity
Agullo 2015, Agullo-Kranas-Sreenath 2020
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Let’s focus on the second strategy 
Agullo 2015, Agullo-Kranas-Sreenath 2020
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Non-Gaussian modulation of  the power spectrum

Correlations between CMB modes and super-Hubble modes can modify the 
statistical properties of  the CMB 

The Universe

The Observable 
Universe

Super-Hubble mode

Correlations

(Lewis, Jeong&Kamiokowski, Schmitd&Hui)

Non-Gaussian modification of  the two-point function 
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Agullo-Kranas-Sreenath Class. Quant. Grav. 28 065010 (2021), Gen. Rel. Grav. 53 2 17 (2021)

Goal: Evaluate how likely the observed anomalies are in a universe ruled by LQC

Because we use the magnitude of                         and disregard the potential effect of  oscillation, 
the analysis only provides an upper bound for the probability of  the observed anomalies
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fNL(k1, k2, k3)

We found power-suppression + dipolar modulation + parity violation  compatible with observation have a maximum 
probability close to 20%

But we were unable to include the oscillatory character of  
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fNL(k1, k2, k3)

Our strategy: forget about the oscillation  and pretend 
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fNL(k1, k2, k3) = |fNL(k1, k2, k3)|

How much oscillations in                        modify these probabilities? I am not sure 
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FIG. 5: Root-mean-square of the monopolar modulation �0(`) generated in LQC. Note the dependence of �0

on `. The scale dependence introduced by the bounce in LQC makes the e↵ects of the modulation significant
only for ` . 30.

FIG. 6: Form of the modulated power spectrum for a typical value of the suppression. The figure shows that
the monopolar modulation can account for the suppression of power at multipoles lower than ` ⇡ 30 (left).
In the right panel, we also see that the suppression translates to a very low real space power spectrum C(✓)
for ✓ � 60�. The shaded region shows cosmic variance, and the black dots data from Planck.

was explored in detail in Ref. [49], confirming that in LQC perturbation theory does not break
down when non-Gaussianity is included. Regarding the non-Gaussian modulation discussed in this
paper, we find that the correction to the unmodulated angular power spectrum is not small, and
it is in fact a significant fraction of the final result, particularly for the smallest multipoles. The
relative contribution is, however, smaller than one in all our calculations. In quantitative terms,
the relative contribution of the non-Gaussian modulation is of order fNL

p
PR, which is smaller than

one for fNL ⇠ 103. More importantly, higher order corrections introduce additional powers of the
power spectrum PR ⌧ 1. So the next-to-leading-order correction to the non-Gaussian modulation
is of order fNL(PR)3/2, which is negligible due to the smallness of PR. Therefore, our results are
robust under the addition of higher perturbative corrections.
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FIG. 8: RTT (`max) for the modulated spectrum generated in LQC (solid red). RTT (`max) predicted in LQC
shows a preference for odd parity for low multipoles, unlike the one in the standard model (dashed, blue).

VI. DISCUSSION

The success of any theory seeking to describe the unknown rests on two criteria: it should be
consistent with known facts and at the same time be able to make new predictions. Loop quantum
cosmology, as an e↵ort to extend the ⇤CDM model to the Planck regime, has met the first criteria
since, when combined with inflation, it is able to overcome the limitations of general relativity and
to produce a nearly scale-invariant power spectrum and bispectrum for almost all scales in the
CMB. As far as the second aspect is concerned, LQC predicts that, if we consider adiabatic initial
conditions for perturbations before the bounce, the primordial power spectrum and bispectrum
deviate from scale invariance at wavenumbers k . kLQC . The question is whether these features
occur at scales that are observable today. If this is the case, then we may keep the hope to use
observations to confirm some of the predictions of LQC, and to further refine the theory. It is with
this second aspect in mind that we investigate the link between the enhanced and scale-dependent
perturbations generated in LQC and the CMB anomalies.

CMB anomalies, as we discussed in section II, include several features that have been observed,
mostly at large angular scales in the CMB. The genuineness of these features is not under dispute.
However, if considered individually, the p-values of these features are not small enough to unam-
biguously establish a statistically significant departure from the standard model. In other words,
the possibility that some of these features appear in the CMB in a universe governed by the stan-
dard ⇤CDM model is not negligible. However, the fact that all these seemingly distinct features
occur together in our universe imply that we either live in a rare realization of the probability
distribution of the ⇤CDM model, or that new physics is needed. In this paper, we have explored
the second possibility in the context of LQC.

In this scenario, the cosmic bounce modifies the initial state of the universe from which inflation
and the ⇤CDM model take over. The most relevant aspect comes from the fact that the bounce
generates strong correlations between the longest wavelengths we can observe in the CMB and
longer, super-Horizon perturbations. These correlations, although cannot be observed directly in
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FIG. 7: The dipole amplitude A1(`) generated in LQC. Planck reports a value of A1 ⇡ 0.07 in the multipole
bin ` 2 [2, 64] [62].

of the simple fact that, in a power suppressed angular power spectrum, the sum of `(`+1)
2⇡ Cmod

`
starting from ` = 2 is larger for odd multipoles, precisely because the sum starts at an even
multipole—it would have been otherwise if the sum starts at ` = 1. Therefore, we find that in
LQC there is a preference for odd-parity multipoles `, as measured by RTT (`max), and the result is
a consequence of the power suppression. We report our result in Fig. 8. For comparison, we provide
the corresponding values obtained in the ⇤CDM model and the observations made by Planck [4].
Although the result for RTT (`max) from LQC is closer to the data, the value of RTT (`max) observed
by Planck is smaller than what we find in LQC, but the significance of the deviation is modest. In
the absence of a better estimator for the parity anomaly, it is not possible for us to make a more
precise comparison.

Yet another e↵ect of the power suppression caused by the monopolar modulation is the allevi-
ation of the lensing tension. The relation between a power suppression and the lensing anomaly
was discussed in [46], also in the context of LQC, and our analysis confirms the relation. The
value of AL is obtained from data by performing MCMC simulations involving the standard six
free parameters, together with the lensing amplitude AL. We repeat the analysis with the modified
probability distribution obtained from LQC, using TT + lowE data [4], and find that the marginal-
ized mean value of the lensing parameter is AL = 1.20 ± 0.092. This value is 3.5% smaller than
the result obtained from ⇤CDM. This is a modest change. However, as shown in Fig. 9, the joint
probability distribution of ⌧ -AL, with ⌧ the optical depth, shows that the value of AL = 1 is
within 2 standard deviations, and it is in this sense that the anomaly is alleviated. It should also
be noted, however, that the marginalized mean value of the �2 statistic, which is a measure of the
di↵erence between the predictions of the model and the data, scaled suitably by the expected error
[82], is larger for the modulated model by ��2 = 5.29. This lower value of the lensing parameter
AL can be explained due to the slightly larger value of ⌧ . This is because a larger value of ⌧ implies
a slightly larger value of the scalar amplitude As, which in turn leads to a smaller value of AL [46].
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To summarize
Agullo 2015, Agullo-Kranas-Sreenath 2021
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Agullo 2015, Agullo-Kranas-Sreenath 2021

Little hope of  observing the predictions for LQC in the CMB Bispectrum, because:

Its amplitude is below Planck’s sensitivity

Oscillations are likely to average out the projection of  the Bispectrum onto the CMB 
sphere to a very small value

But it is possible that non-Gaussianity are behind the anomalies we see in the power spectrum 



Delgado & Durrer et al.:
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Comparison with CMB Data
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Two papers:

Their goal: look for the LQC-Bispectrum in CMB data
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They consider 
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N ⇠ 103with

(No oscillations)
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fNL(k1, k2, k3) = N e�↵ (k1+k2+k3)/kbounce



Analogy: signal and noise in LIGO  
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The signal is always buried under noise. Nevertheless, cumulative signal-to-noise ration is large enough 

Interesting!
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Constraining the bispectrum from bouncing cosmologies with Planck
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Bouncing models of cosmology, as they arise e.g. in loop quantum cosmology, can be followed
by an inflationary phase and generate close-to-scale-invariant fluctuation spectra as observed in the
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). However, they are typically not Gaussian and also generate a
bispectrum. These models can help to mitigate the large-scale anomalies of the CMB by considering
substantial non-Gaussianities on very large scales, which decay exponentially on sub-horizon scales.
It was therefore thought that this non-Gaussianity would not be visible in observations, which can
only probe sub-horizon scales. In this letter we show that bouncing models with parameters such
that they can significantly mitigate the large-scale anomalies of the CMB are excluded by the Planck
data with high significance of, depending on the specific model, 5.4, 6.4 or 14 standard deviations.

Introduction The most commonly accepted idea for
the generation of initial fluctuations in cosmology is in-
flation, which was pioneered in [1–3]. Initially, inflation
was invoked to solve the cosmological horizon and flatness
problems [4, 5]. However, since inflation cannot solve the
singularity problem and since the flatness and horizon so-
lutions are ‘post-dictions’ of inflation, it is usually consid-
ered that the nearly scale-invariant and nearly Gaussian
initial fluctuations are the most significant signatures of
inflation. Furthermore, many simple inflationary models
also predict a similar amount of tensor fluctuations with
a tensor-to-scalar ratio of r & 0.1. Present data [6], how-
ever, constrain this ratio to r < 0.032, excluding many
inflationary models. Even though there are inflationary
models compatible with present data, e.g., Starobinsky
inflation [1] or Higgs inflation [7], it is always important
to study whether alternatives to inflation can also lead
to predictions which are compatible with observations.

One possibility to solve the singularity problem are
‘bouncing models’, where the observed expanding Uni-
verse emerges from a collapsing phase. These models
have a long history starting with Tolman [8]. Not always,
but in many cases, they require a violation of the domi-
nant energy condition to allow an increase of the Hubble
parameter. Bounces can also be nonsingular, see e.g. [9–
13]. Especially attractive singularity-free bouncing cos-
mologies arise in loop quantum cosmology (LQC) [14, 15].
A comparison of inflationary and bouncing cosmologies
with respect to their performance in view of the Planck
data is given in [16, 17]. Bouncing models in general do
predict larger non-Gaussianities than inflationary mod-
els. The non-Gaussianity generated in LQC has been
investigated in [18].

One of the most debated problems of standard cosmol-
ogy are the large-scale anomalies of the CMB data, most
importantly the power suppression on large scales and
the dipolar asymmetry seen in the preference for odd-
parity correlations [19–21]. Even though these anomalies

have a statistical significance around 2 to 3‡ and may be
accepted as coincidences, they would be less ‘anomalous’
in a model with significant non-Gaussianity on very large
scales. And this is exactly what LQC and the bouncing
models investigated in [22] predict. In the present letter,
these bouncing models, which are followed by a phase of
slow-roll inflation, are studied and the amplitude fNL of
the non-Gaussianity in the model is chosen such that the
large-scale power suppression in the CMB has a p-value
of about 20%.

In [22] it is argued that the exponential decrease of
the non-Gaussianity on sub-horizon scales is su�cient to
make it invisible in e.g. the CMB bispectrum, which gains
most of its signal-to-noise from high ¸-values, which are
well inside the horizon. In [23] some of us have shown, us-
ing simple approximations, that the signal-to-noise ratio,
S/N , of the requested non-Gaussianity is nevertheless
substantial, and the signal should be visible in Planck.

In this letter we now investigate these models with the
real Planck data using the binned bispectrum estimator
derived in [24, 25]. We determine the central value and
the error bars of fNL for the bispectrum shapes proposed
in [22] from the data and find that there is no detection.
Moreover, the values of fNL required in order to remove
the anomalies are excluded by 5.4‡, 6.4‡ and 14‡ for the
three models considered.

The bispectrum The regular bouncing model de-
scribed in [22] generates the following dimensionless
power spectrum, PR(k), of curvature fluctuations in
Fourier space:

PR(k) = As

Y
]

[

(k/ki)2(ki/kb)q if k Æ ki

(k/kb)q if ki < k Æ kb

(k/kb)ns≠1 if k > kb .
(1)
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N ⇠ 103 is rule out by Planck data for the angular bispectrum

(No oscillations!)

Summary:

If:

Then:
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fNL(k1, k2, k3) = N e�↵ (k1+k2+k3)/kbounce
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Messages I extract from this paper:

1. It is a nice analysis, applicable to models with  

2. It does not apply to LQC, because in LQC                           is highly oscillatory

3. It also does not restrict LQC's capacity to explain the anomalies

Particularly, because there are other means of  accounting for the anomalies in LQC which 
do not rely on non-Gaussuanity
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fNL(k1, k2, k3)

Martin de Blas-Olmedo 2016, Ashtekar-Gupt 2017, Ashtekar-Gupt-Jeong-Sreenath 2020, 
Elizaga-Navascués-Mena-Marugan 2021, Martin-Benito&Neves&Olmedo 2023
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On April 9th 2023 I received an email from James Riordon, a journalist from Scientific 
American (Sciam), asking my opinion about van Ten-Delgado-Durrer paper.

Because I though it was an interesting piece of  work, I wrote a detailed response:
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Did the universe have a beginning? If it did, how was it (physically speaking)? These are open questions in contemporary physics. A 
primary goal of my work in the last years has been to envisage ways of answering these and similar questions using data. Is there any 
sort of signal in the universe that can help us to understand its potential origin (or lack of)? 
In collaboration with my students and postdocs, I proposed that non-Gaussianity in the cosmic microwave background is a promising 
avenue to gain information about the cosmic origins. By non-Gaussianity, I refer to deviations from a simple Gaussian-like profile in the 
distribution of temperature anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background (CMB). The statement is that, although small, deviations 
from a perfect Gaussian shape can teach us valuable lessons about the early phases of the universe. 

Mathematically, non-Gaussianity is quantified by a function called the bi-spectrum, which measures the statistical correlations in the 
density of the universe among three different locations. These correlations can be originated from quantum fluctuations, which were 
amplified by the expansion of the universe. Different expansion histories produce different amplifications. In this way, the form of the 
bispectrum can teach us about the history of the cosmos. 

With my research group, I computed the form of the bispectrum that a cosmic bounce followed by a phase of inflation would generate. 
We found that such a cosmological scenario produces a bispectrum with a very specific form, which, if observed, would serve as a 
smoking gun for the existence of a bounce (instead of a “bang”). 

However, our calculations were limited. They provided the form of the bispectrum at the end of the inflationary phase. But what we 
observe is the CMB, which was created almost 400K years later. 

In this article, van Tent and collaborators have been able to evolve the bispectrum we computed across the “late” history of the 
cosmos, have computed the impact it leaves in the CMB, and most importantly, have contrasted the results with data from the Planck 
satellite. This is a beautiful analysis that fills the gap between our calculations of the primordial bispectrum in the very early universe 
and what is actually observed. I was delighted when I saw this paper. It blows my mind to think that we can learn about the way the 
universe began by looking at the sky.   

The “sad” part of this story is that van Tent and collaborators do not find in data from the Planck satellite the signals that are expected 
from a cosmic bounce. 

Does this mean that the universe did not begin with a bounce? No. The bispectrum used in this article actually is an *upper bound* to 
the true bispectrum produced by a cosmic bounce. In particular, as described in my previous papers, most bouncing scenarios 
produce a bispectrum containing strong oscillations superposed to the functional shape used by van Tent et al. This happens, for 
instance, for the bounce predicted by loop quantum cosmology. These oscillations, not included in van Tent et al.’s analysis, average 
out to a very small value of the bispectrum. Importantly, what we observed in the CMB is a coarse-grained version of the bispectrum, 
since the finite resolution of our detectors effectively averages out any oscillation in the data. This implies that the absence of a 
positive signal in the data that van Tent et al have analyzed cannot rule out the existence of a bounce—instead, the absence of the 
signal can be attributed to the presence of oscillations (this has been, in fact, proven quantitatively in the recent analysis in 
arXiv:2301.05406) 

My letter (I highlight in yellow the mots important info):
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I did not hear back from the journalist. 

Until a friend of  mine sent me the link of  this article in Sciam:
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I was shocked by this title. (It is difficult to understand from many viewpoints; e.g., Van Tent et al 
analysis does not provide any support to the Big Bang model. There are many other alternatives for the 
early universe…) 

However, I still hold out hope to read a quote from me stating that the analysis by van Tent-
Delgado-Durrer does not apply to LQC because they do not account for oscillations. 

To my great surprise, that portion of  my letter was ignored. Even worse, I was quoted in a manner 
that reasonable readers might interpret as if  I concur with the title of  this Scientific American 
article.

I contacted the Editors of  Scientific American, expressing my concern that my words had been 
misrepresented and quoted in a manner that did not align with my actual opinion. 

Initially, they ignored my request. I submitted a "Letter to the Editor" with the intention of  
having it published alongside the article, but they declined to publish it. 

Finally, I had the opportunity to discuss with the Editor-in-Chief, who agreed to revise the 
article. However, the modifications made were purely cosmetic and did not address the core 
issue. 

I explained to the Editor-in-Chief  that the revisions were inadequate and requested that any 
reference to me be removed from the article since it did not accurately reflect my true opinion. 
Unfortunately, my request was denied. 
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The article is open access. Please, check it yourself.  
https://web.archive.org/web/20230524192405/https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/
the-universe-began-with-a-bang-not-a-bounce-new-studies-find/ 

I paste here a portion of  it where my opinion is supposedly “quoted”

I’m in sharp disagreement with the text highlighted
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This is the revised version. I highlight the new sentences introduced during the revision 
process.

Obviously, the new sentences do not fix (at all) the main problem.

My actual opinion is, instead, that the analysis of  van Tent et al. does not apply to the LQC bounce.
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It is fascinating that Planck scale physics can be tested using data

LQC has made significant progress in this regard

Watch out for journalists: remain open, but they may be inclined towards sensationalist head 
lines not always aligned withy scientific rigor

Demand to read the text before publication before contributing


